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Abstract This paper introduces a new facet of social media, namely that depicting

social interaction. More concretely, we address this problem from the perspective of

nonverbal behavior-based analysis of competitive meetings. For our study, we made use

of ”The Apprentice” reality TV show, which features a competition for a real, highly

paid corporate job. Our analysis is centered around two tasks regarding a person’s role

in a meeting: predicting the person with the highest status, and predicting the fired

candidates. We address this problem by adopting both supervised and unsupervised

strategies. The current study was carried out using nonverbal audio cues. Our approach

is based only on the nonverbal interaction dynamics during the meeting without rely-

ing on the spoken words. The analysis is based on two types of data: individual and

relational measures. Results obtained from the analysis of a full season of the show

are promising (up to 85.7% of accuracy in the first case and up to 92.8% in the sec-

ond case). Our approach has been conveniently compared with the Influence Model,

demonstrating its superiority.
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1 Introduction

While social media usually refers to web-based systems involving content and relation-

ships, we believe that another type of social media is the one which depicts social in-

teraction in professional, entertainment, or amateur settings. The interest in analyzing

social constructs appearing in media is relatively recent, and in particular algorithms to

automatically recognize, predict, or discover behavioral traits or outcomes from social

interaction have begun to appear [16,32]. The understanding of fundamental principles

that govern a person’s status in groups is of primary relevance for several social sciences

and would pave the way to create automatic tools to support research in social and

organizational psychology [3,29].

Social interaction can be defined as a dynamic sequence of social actions between

individuals who modify and adapt their behavior according to those of their partners.

Social action is a concept that refers to the interaction between individuals in society

and it is used to observe how certain behaviors are modified in certain conditions [43].

Our behavioral patterns have neither universal nor isolated character, but a circum-

stantial and relational one. On one hand, our behavior has an individual component,

specific to each person, characteristic of one’s personality. On the other hand, behavior

has a relational component, defined by the interaction with other people. A very im-

portant variable used in psychology and sociology to characterize social interaction is

the role. The term role is associated with a person’s position in a group (status), with

the obligations and rights it implies [23]. Some roles are ascribed and others achieved.

In this latter case, role can be seen as an emergent property of the interaction with

other people. It is worth clarifying that role is not synonym with behavior, although

both are interrelated. There are several other variables that influence and define our

role in a group meeting: the type of the meeting (informal or competitive), our position

in the group, the structure of the group (if the hierarchy is well-defined or if the group

is more homogenous), the degree of familiarity between the people in the group, the

emotional load (reflected in the mood) of each participant, etc. In consequence, the

same person can play different roles in different situations.

As stated in [33], social interaction can be addressed in two frameworks. One of

them comes from linguistics and addresses the problem of social interaction from the

perspective of dialog understanding. The other one comes from nonverbal communi-

cation. Within this framework, nonverbal communication is used to get hints about

personal behavior. Facial expressions, gaze, voice prosody, body gestures provide pow-

erful cues to display and perceive engagement, persuasion, mirroring, dominance, etc.

In this paper we add a novel dimension to the automatic analysis of social inter-

actions by studying the openly competitive scenario. More concretely, we address the

problem of role analysis in competitive meetings using nonverbal behavior. ”The Ap-

prentice” US TV series offers an attractive scenario for our purpose. ”The Apprentice”

is a reality television show hosted by Donald Trump [1]. Dubbed as ”The Ultimate Job

Interview”, the show features a set of business people participating in an elimination-

style competition for a one-year, $250,000 salary to run one of Trump’s companies. The

winner of the competition is called ”The Apprentice”. The show represents a unique

data set for the study of social interaction in competitive meetings. Being a reality-

show, the behavior and reactions of the participants are naturalistic displaying a high

degree of involvement. Participants are real people (not actors) competing for a real

goal. In the elimination process, the outcome is not known a priori.
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The main contributions of this paper are: (i) for the first time, it addresses the

automatic nonverbal analysis in the context of competitive meetings; (ii) the analysis

is based on a novel dataset, namely ”The Apprentice” TV show; (iii) although we

followed simple cues to characterize the interactional process, these proved to give

good results for the prediction of different tasks.

The paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we present an overview of the

literature on social interaction from two perspectives: psychological and computational.

In section 3, we present the data set used in our study. In section 4 we define the research

tasks and the experimental results followed by their discussion. Finally, in section 5,

we draw our conclusions.

2 Literature Overview

This section provides an overview of the concept of role from two perspectives: psy-

chological and computational.

2.1 Psychological Perspective

The concept of role is a classical one in social sciences. Goffman saw roles from a

dramaturgical perspective [19] . In his opinion, we are all ’actors’, playing a role in our

everyday life. Besides this metaphorical interpretation, in social psychology there are

three major views regarding roles:

1. as the expectation of a specific behavior a person is supposed to perform;

2. as a characteristic associated with a person’s position (status) in a group;

3. as the enacted behavior of individuals in a particular situation.

One of the exponents of the first view is Bormann. In [9] he claims that ”when

the other members know what part a person will play, and that person knows what

part they expect of her or him, that person assumed a role” (p.161). This statement is

known as the ”trait framework”. However, according to Salazar [36], this view suffers

of some limitations. Firstly, because it might happen that a person might play no

role at all in a group. Secondly, since roles are more of a result of the expectation of

others, the individual’s actual behavior might play a minor part in determining the

individual’s role. Finally, the third limitation concerns how the expected outcome of

the role is perceived. At this point, the following question arises: Do individuals share

similar expectations? In the most general case, the expectations might vary [36].

The second view is due to Katz et al. [26] and McGrath [29], according to whom the

roles are equivalent with position (status) in a group or organization. According to [26],

a role is ”a set of expected activities associated with the occupancy of a given position”

(p. 200). Similarly, in [29] the same idea is expressed: ”role is not a characteristic of a

particular person, but rather is a characteristic of the behavior of the incumbent of a

particular position” (p. 249). In this light, Katz et al. state that a role is defined by

a four-stage sequence: expectations, sending expectations, receiving expectations and

behaving [26]. But this view also has its limitations. The first limitation is based on the

assumption that roles are ascribed. In other words, the role corresponds to a position

to which a person is associated with and who is expected to show the corresponding

behavior. The second limitation is motivated by the observation according to which
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a person’s role should be the result of an interaction process among all the people in

the group, not just associated with his/her position. These limitations were expressed

by Ellis and Fisher in [13] where they claimed that the role has to be defined ”in

terms of the communicative behaviors engaged in by the member occupying that role.

The definition of a role solely as some preordained position that exists apart from the

identity of the person occupying the position is incomplete” (p. 115).

The opposition encountered by the previous two views, paved the way for a third

one. Biddle [8] viewed the role as ”behaviors characteristic of one or more persons in

a context” (p. 393). In other words, roles are directly related with individuals, they

occur in a given context, and they are limited by contextual specifications. These

observations lead to the conclusion that roles consists of ”modal characteristics” or

”modal behaviors”: they define a role category for a particular person or persons [36].

Modal behaviors may change in response to the temporal and spatial context changes.

According to Giddens [18], group members may be said to be positioned interaction-

ally relative to one another in time-space. Because contexts are, generally speaking,

interactionally created and negotiated by group members, they have an influence on

behavior, the same way previous interaction and personal experience have an impact

on present interaction. This idea emphasizes the role of interaction in the positioning

of individuals and the dynamic nature of roles. In conclusion, we could claim that roles

often arise as an emergent property from the interactional process.

2.2 Computational Perspective

Although psychological research on role analysis dates back to the late 40s [7], the

computational approach for social interaction has only recently started to address this

problem. Pentland was one of the first proponents [31]. The computational approach

tries to quantify nonverbal behavior including voice prosody, facial, hand and body

gestures. Several studies proved that there is a strong correlation between all these

elements in communication [20,40]. According to [40], this is known as the ’excitatory

hypothesis’, namely, that a single excitatory impulse gives triggers unconscious reac-

tions in the modality of speech prosody, face, hand and body gestures. A comprehensive

overview about different group activities that have been automatically analyzed during

social interaction can be found in [15,16].

The automatic analysis of group interactions has mainly focused on informal meet-

ings [28,6,39,30]. In some cases [28], meetings follow a scenario and so people behave in

a somewhat controlled manner. In other cases, meetings are task-oriented [35] or driven

by a topic of discussion [30], but the implicit degree of antagonism or controversy is not

very high, thus resulting in essentially non-competitive conversations. Political debates

[21] are examples of competitive discussions, under fairly controlled conditions.

Roles can be seen as an information channel, providing valuable information about

the meeting structure. For example, summarization and retrieval systems can use roles

as a new cue to segment and index audio-visual conversational databases [17]. As a

consequence, actual search engines can be enhanced with content based role recognition

capabilities.

Despite the potential it represents, the effort devoted to this problem has been

limited. In [4], Banerjee et al. proposed a taxonomy based on a decision tree (created

using simple speech-based features) to recognize the states of a meeting and the role

of each participant. The meeting states are categorized as ’discussion’ (debate) and
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’information flow’ (presentation). The roles of the participants are defined (depending

on the meeting type) as: ’discussion participants’, ’presenter’, ’information provider’

and ’information consumers’. The same idea of characterizing the role of different par-

ticipants in a meeting (following a pre-defined task), has been followed in [44] and [11].

These papers share the same objectives and strategies. Their approach is based on the

’Functional Role Coding Scheme’, which consists of ten labels that identify the behav-

ior of each participant in two complementary areas: the ’Task Area’ and the ’Socio

Emotional Area’. The first area refers to functional roles related to facilitation and

coordination tasks, meanwhile the second area is concerned with the relationship be-

tween group members. The observations are generated based on speaking/non-speaking

segments, body and hand movement, and number of overlapping speakers. Only the

methodology is different: a Support Vector Machine (SVM) is used in the former, and

the Influence Model (IM) [5] in the latter. One of the claimed advantages of the IM

resides in its generalization ability, i.e. this methodology could be easily adapted for

groups with a variable number of participants. In [14] and [41], speaker role recogni-

tion is performed through a simple statistical Social Network Analysis (SNA) model.

For their study, audio-only features (speaking length segments) were used which were

extracted through unsupervised speaker diarization. The approach was tested on two

kinds of data: radio broadcasts and meeting data (AMI corpus [27]). Several labels

were assigned for the different roles they tried to recognize. For the first radio program

dataset, these are: the ’anchorman’, the ’guest’, the ’interview participants’, the ’ab-

stract’, and the ’meteo’. For the second meeting dataset, the labels corresponding to

the roles are: ’project manager’, the ’marketing expert’, the ’user interface expert’, and

the ’industrial designer’.

The above mentioned examples could be considered as multi-class role analysis.

Opposite to them, there is another group of computational studies whose aim is to

perform a single-class role analysis: identifying the person with the highest-status role.

There is a whole social theory regarding the relationship between status and dominance

[12]. Perhaps the most complete study on dominance and status has been reported in

[24] and [25]. Jayagopi et al. present a systematic study on automatic dominance mod-

elling in small group meetings from nonverbal activity cues [25]. The analysis is based

on a number of audio and visual activity cues for the characterization of behavior, in-

cluding audio-only, visual-only and audio-visual cases to understand the relative power

of each of the modalities and the benefits of using them jointly. The experiments were

carried out on the AMI meeting corpus [27]. The work in [24] examined the problem

of predicting both dominance and role-based status. The participants were assigned

the same roles as in [14]. The ’project manager’ has the highest status. The results

showed that somehow simply nonverbal cues can be relatively effective in identifying

the ’project manager’ role, without relying on the verbal information.

The relationship between status and other characteristics (like dominance, for in-

stance) has been studied in-depth in psychology [10]. Status is seen as a quality which

implies respect and privilege, but not necessarily the ability to control others. On

the other hand, dominance represents the quality to exert power and influence [10].

Although they are different concepts, they are intertwined: dominant people usually

occupy higher status in a group; the other way around, people with higher status tend

to make use of their power over their subordinates. A number of nonverbal cues have

been found to be correlated with both status and dominance and some of them have

been used to predict dominant people [24] and [35].
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Fig. 1 ”The Apprentice” boardroom meeting scenario

In [34], we reported some preliminary results of nonverbal analysis applied to role

recognition.

3 Analyzing Roles in ”The Apprentice”

3.1 Overview and Data

The TV show has a season-based periodicity, with the first season being broadcasted

in 2004, and the last one finished in spring 2009. Each season starts with a group of

job candidates having different backgrounds, including real estate, political consulting,

sales, management, and marketing aspiring to work for Donald Trump. People are

placed in two teams, and each week (i.e. in each episode of the show) they are assigned

a task to be performed and asked to select a project manager for the task. The decision

of what team wins/loses is made based on the teams’ performance with respect to the

task assigned. The winning team receives a reward, while the losing team faces a

”boardroom showdown” in order to determine which team member should be fired

(eliminated from the show). Elimination proceeds in two stages. In the first one, all of

the losing team’s members are confronted. The project manager of the losing team is

asked to select some of the team members who are believed to be most responsible for

the loss. In the second stage, which takes place in the boardroom meeting, the rest of

the team is dismissed, and the project manager and the selected members face a final

confrontation in which at least one of the members is fired by Trump at the end of

the meeting. In this meeting, on one side we have the ’candidates board’ and on the

other side we have the ’executive board’. The ’executive board’ is formed by Trump

together with other persons (usually two) which will help him make the decision of

what member of the team gets fired. Figure 1 presents a sketch of this scenario and

Figure 2 shows some snapshots from a boardroom meeting.

The data collected for our study correspond to the 6th season of the show, which

was broadcasted during 14 weeks between January 7th - April 22nd, 2007. The number

of initial candidates is 18. The following assumptions have been taken based on the

exceptions mentioned below:
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Fig. 2 Snapshots from the boardroom meeting; upper left: overview of a meeting; upper right
image corresponds to the moment when Trump announces the fired person; bottom row: two
hot-spot instances during the debate between candidates

– In episode 3 (third week), one of the candidates resigns. Although this is a voluntary

act, we consider it as a firing;

– In episode 13, Trump made it clear from the beginning that there would be no

winners or losers for the assigned task; for this reason, we removed it from our

study;

– Episode 14, the final one, consists of two stages: the ’semi-final’ and ’final’. In the

’semi-final’, two persons are chosen (from a total of 4) to become the finalists; in

the final, the hired person will be declared. For this reason, we treat episode 14 as

two separate meetings.

In conclusion, our data set is formed of 14 meetings. From each episode, our analysis has

been focused towards, the second stage of the elimination process (i.e. the boardroom

meeting). The meetings have an average duration of 6 minutes and the number of

participants varies between 5 and 11. Overall, we processed around 90 minutes of

audio data.

3.2 Prediction Tasks

The particular character of this dataset offers the possibility to study and model roles

in a competitive group interaction using nonverbal cues.

A quick overview of ”The Apprentice” dataset provides a very interesting insight.

On one hand, we could consider the overall meeting (all the participants) and on

the other hand we could consider a subset of people taking into account only the

participants from the ’candidates board’. This observation suggested two cases for our

automatic analysis (see figure 3):

(i) A ’supervised’ case, corresponding to the overall meeting (it is considered ’su-

pervised’ because we know that Trump is the person with the highest status). This is
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an example of a meeting where the hierarchical structure is very well established. As a

consequence, we can find for this case two types of roles: first, the high status person,

as an ascribed property as it was established by psychological research [36] and second,

the fired person, as an emergent property from the interactional process. This results

in two computation tasks:

– Task T1: predict the person with highest status (Trump);

– Task T2: predict the person who is fired.

(ii) An ’unsupervised’ case, in which we eliminate Trump from the analysis. This is

’unsupervised’ because without Trump, the remaining group of participants lacks of a

pre-established high-status person (remains without a well-defined hierarchy). In this

case, the new task we try to predict is the following:

– Task T3: ’is the most dominant person, the person who is going to be fired’?

3.3 Tasks Prediction Protocol

We adopt a common protocol for the prediction of T1, T2 and T3. For each of the

tasks previously defined, we perform a rank-based classification, taking into account

the first two persons with highest measure values. This convention was motivated by

the assumption that the person with the highest status and the fired person are the

ones who interact the most. These measure values are based on a series of descriptors

which will be introduced and explained in more detail in the next subsection. The

general idea of rank-based classification is that it assigns a measure value (also called

’strength score’ or ’confidence’) to each data of a set, such that these values induce a

specific ordering over the set. The rank-based classification provides information that is

usually not conveyed by traditional classification methods: which data is more relevant

than the other.

In case of the task T1, the following rule is established: ”the person with the highest

status is the first ranked person”.

Regarding T2, a similar rule is applied: ”consider the second-ranked position, except

for those situations when this position is occupied by Trump, in which cases consider

the first-ranked person”. This rule arises from the obvious fact that Trump cannot be

fired. Although more than one person can be fired in the boardroom meeting, in our

study we consider to have made a good prediction, if we are able to make at least one

positive identification.

Regarding T3, we have issued the following rule: ”is the most dominant candidate

(first ranks) the one who is going to be fired?”. This approach is motivated by the

psychologically-supported evidence stating that, in general, a person who feels his

position threatened tends to display a more outgoing attitude, become more involved

in the debate, trying to defend him/herself. In other words, he/she tries to become the

most dominant one.

3.4 Feature Extraction and Representation

The data we had access to was the TV broadcast, so we had only one audio channel

available. Due to the recording conditions (strong background music for the whole
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Fig. 3 A graphical representation of role analysis
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Fig. 4 Speech signals for two hypothetical persons A and B

duration of each meeting), for our study we decided to manually produce the speaker

segmentation in order to assure an optimal analysis of the data. Speaking segments

are a binary vector (0 - speaking, 1 - non-speaking) indicating the status of a person

(speaking/non-speaking). Based on the speaking segments, we define two types of data

that were used as meeting-wise descriptors.

The first type is the class of individual nonverbal descriptors, that are person

specific. For a more formal definition of these features, we will refer to figure 4, which

depicts the speaking vectors for two hypothetical persons A and B. The speaking vector

for person A could be decomposed in the form of n sequential, non-overlapping list

of speech segments: SA = {(si
A1

, τA1), (s
i
A2

, τA2), ..., (s
i
An

, τAn
)}, where τAj

represents

the length (in seconds) of the speech segment si
Aj

, n represents the number of segments

and
n∑

j=1

τAj
= T (the total duration of the meeting). In case when i = 0, we interpret

it as a non-speaking (silence) segment; otherwise we consider it as a speaking segment.

– TST - Total number of Speaking Turns: how many times a person takes the speaking

turn during the meeting;

TSTA = #(si=1
Aj

), for j = 1..n

where #(Z) represents the cardinality of set Z.

– TSI - Total number of Successful Interruptions: how many times a person success-

fully interrupts the others. ’A’ interrupts successfully ’B’ if ’A’ was talking when

’B’ started talking and ’A’ stopped talking before ’B’ does.

We must first introduce the definition of an overlapping speech fragment as:

Ojk = si=1
Aj

si=1
Bk
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Fig. 5 Histogram of individual descriptors: TST, TSI and TSL, respectively in a meeting
consisting of 5 participants. TSL is expressed in seconds

such that Ojk �= 0. Additionally, the flow indicated by arrows must satisfy the

temporal constraint as shown in figure 4. When all these conditions are fulfilled,

then TSI can be expressed as follows:

TSIAB = #(Ojk), for j = 1..n and k = 1..m

– TSL - Total Speaking Length: the total time a person speaks during the meeting.

TSLA =
∑

si=1
Aj

τj , for j = 1..n

In Figure 5, we depict the histogram of these descriptors corresponding to the first

episode. The number of persons who participated in this meeting is 5. These nonverbal

descriptors have been used with relative success in [24]. They are known to be related

to status from social psychology [38,37].

The second type of cues is the class of relational descriptors, which characterize

the interaction between people:

– IM - Interruption Matrix. It contains the information regarding ’who interrupts

who’ (column ’j’ interrupts line ’i’). Its size is N×N , N being the number of par-

ticipants in the meeting;

– TTM - Turn Taking Matrix. It contains the information regarding ’who is talking

after who’ (column ’j’ talks after line ’i’). It can be also roughly interpreted as ’who

answers to who’. Its size is the same as IM.

In the case of individual descriptors, each of them represents also a measure for personal

characterization. Following the same approach, we define an equivalent measure for

the relational descriptors. In social network analysis, a common approach to assess a

person’s position in a group is centrality [42]. From graph theory’s perspective, if we

consider that the nodes correspond to people, then the links represents the relations

between persons (who relates to whom). Each of these links carries a weight whose

meaning is related to the type of relational descriptors we are referring to. In the case

of IM, the weight represents the number of times a person successfully interrupts the

other. In the case of TTM, the weight represents the number of times a person is

talking after the other. We decided to use this measure in order to predict the ’fired’

person because a person who feels his/her position is ’threatened’ might try to become

more involved in the discussion. In other words, he/she might manifest a high degree

of engagement in the meeting, by trying to persuade the others. Intuitively, we also
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expect that the person with the highest status tends to occupy a central position in

the group.

Centrality can be expressed in several ways. We chose for our study the following

definitions [22]:

– Degree Centrality : it is defined as the number of links incident upon a node (i.e.,

the number of links that a node has). If the network is directed (meaning that links

have direction), then we usually define two separate measures of degree centrality,

namely indegree (IC) and outdegree (OC). Indegree is a count of the number of

links directed to the node, and outdegree is the number of links that the node

directs to others;

– Closeness Centrality (CC): it is a centrality measure of a node within a graph.

Nodes that have short geodesic distances to other nodes in the graph have higher

closeness. In the context of group meetings, we can say that the smaller the distance

between people corresponds to higher interaction between them.

4 Experimental Results

In this section, we present the experimental results obtained for the two cases discussed

in subsection 3.2: supervised and unsupervised. Furthermore, we compare our results

with those obtained with the Influence Model [6], which we will briefly recall below.

For the sake of completeness, we concluded our study by considering also the users’

experiences, i.e. what impressions people have when watching the dataset.

4.1 The Influence Model

The Influence Model (InfModel) is a tool developed to quantitatively analyze a group of

interacting agents. In particular, it can be used to model human behavior in a conver-

sational setting. In this context, the participants and their corresponding interactions

are modelled through a coupled Hidden Markov Model (HMM). In figure 6, we offer a

visual representation of this architecture.

The model is completely defined by a parametrization scheme that represent the

influence of one chain over the others. More concrete, the multi-process transition

probability P (Si
t |S1

t−1, ..., SN
t−1) is approximated only by the transition probability

P (Si
t |Sj

t−1), where t represent the time stamp and N is the number of participants.

With this convention, the multi-process transition could be expressed now as:

P (Si
t |S1

t−1, ..., SN
t−1) =

∑

j

αijP (Si
t |Sj

t−1) (1)

In other words, the state of chain i at time t is conditioned only by the state

of chain j at time t − 1. The α-s parameters which appear in the equation above are

referred as ’influences’, because they are constant factors that tell us how much the state

transitions of a given chain depend on a given neighbor. A more intuitive interpretation

could be the following : the amount of influence from a neighbor is constant, but how

this influence is reflected, depends on its state.

In its current implementation, the InfModel is able to model interactions between

pairs of participants, but it is not able to model the joint effect of several chains
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Fig. 6 The Influence Model architecture

Table 1 Individual measures used to predict the highest-status person and the fired candidate

Tasks TST (%) TSI (%) TSL (%) InfModel (%)
T1 50.0 (7/14) 85.7 (12/14) 64.2 (9/14) 42.8 (6/14)
T2 92.8 (13/14) 85.7 (12/14) 78.5 (11/14) 64.2 (9/14)

together. The learning algorithm for the InfModel is based on constrained gradient de-

scent. For our experiments, we estimated the InfModel based on speaking-non speaking

features. The states represent the probability that a person is speaking or not at a given

moment.

4.2 Supervised Case

From the rank-based classification, and after applying our approach, the following

tables present the prediction accuracy. In Table 1, we present the results based on the

individual descriptors. We can appreciate that, in general, TSI and TSL are good cues

for both T1 and T2. In change, TST is a good cue only for T2. We observe a large

variation in the performance across measures, which suggests that some measures are

more suitable than others to characterize the addressed tasks. It is interesting to notice

that our approach outperforms InfModel in both tasks. The fact that TSI seems to be a

better measure than TSL for predicting the person with the highest status is in line with

our expectations, since nonverbal dynamics are higher in competitive meetings (note

that the average percentage of overlapping speaking time is about 14.3%, which shows

that interruptions seems to play an important role). This finding comes in contrast to

previous research on non-competitive meetings [24], which found TSL to be the best

measure to characterize high status.

In Table 2, we present the results for the relational descriptors IM and TTM, re-

spectively. From these results, we could see that some of the centrality measures are

considerably better in predicting T2 than T1. Between them, predicting T2 based
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Table 2 Relational measures based on the successful interruption matrix (IM) and the turn
taking matrix (TTM), respectively, used to predict the highest-status person and the fired
candidate

Tasks Meas. Type IC (%) OC (%) CC (%)
T1 IM 21.4 (3/14) 85.7 (12/14) 42.8 (6/14)
T2 IM 78.5 (11/14) 71.4 (10/14) 64.2 (9/14)

T1 TTM 57.1 (8/14) 64.2 (9/14) 42.8 (6/14)
T2 TTM 92.8 (13/14) 85.7 (12/14) 64.2 (9/14)

Fig. 7 Online analysis based on TSI for predicting the person with the highest status. See
text for more details.

on TTM is more reliable than on IM (for two centrality measures). From the results

obtained so far, we could remark that centrality measures based on successful interrup-

tions and turn taking descriptors seem to provide a good characterization of interaction

dynamics. They contain implicit information that is useful for role analysis. The results

we obtain seem to support the evidence according to which ’thin-slices’ of behavioral

data, based exclusively on nonverbal cues, are discriminant to predict the outcome of

an interaction [2].

We performed an online analysis of predicting the person with the highest status

based on the TSI measure, to see from which point during predictions were correct.

The results of this analysis are depicted in Figure 7. The horizontal axis corresponds to

the percentage of accumulated meeting duration (this way we have a normalized repre-

sentation of the data, irrespective to each meeting duration). We started our analysis

at 30%. The vertical axis corresponds to the prediction accuracy (in percentage) at a

given stage. When 100% of the data has been processed, the curve converges towards

the result shown in Table 1. From this figure we appreciate that the person with the

highest status can be identified in the early and late stages of the meeting (when the

conclusions are made and the final decision is announced). The drop suffered by the

curve (corresponding more or less to the middle of the meeting) might be explained

by the fact that at some point during the debate, the person with the highest status
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Fig. 8 Screen shot of our automatic prediction system we developed: upper left is a snapshot
from an episode; upper right we depicted the histogram corresponding to the following mea-
sures: speaking length, number of interruptions and number of turns; bottom left and bottom
right depict the evolution in time of our confidence measure for T1 and T2, respectively; the
curves correspond to each of the meeting participants

’passes on’ the protagonism to the other participants and withdraws a bit. Starting

with 60% of the meeting time, the curve recovers its ascending trend.

In figure 8 we depict a snapshot from our automatic analysis system. Video de-

mos are available online at: http://www.cvc.uab.es/~bogdan/Videos/DemoBogdan_

S06E01.wmv or http://www.cvc.uab.es/~bogdan/Videos/DemoBogdan_S06E05.wmv.

4.3 Unsupervised Case

As in the ’supervised’ case, our prediction for the ’unsupervised’ case is based on both

the individual and relational measures. In Table 3, we present the prediction accuracy

based on the individual descriptors. We can appreciate that, in general, TSI and TSL

are good measures. The same as in the supervised case, our approach (using simple

measures) outperforms InfModel.

In Table 4, we present the prediction accuracy based on the relational measures,

which again show good performance.
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Table 3 Individual measures used to predict the most dominant person as the fired candidate

Task TST (%) TSI (%) TSL (%) InfModel (%)
T3 85.7 (12/14) 78.5 (11/14) 78.5 (11/14) 50.0 (7/14)

Table 4 Relational measures based on the successful interruption matrix (IM) and turn taking
matrix (TTM), respectively, used to predict the fired candidate

Tasks Meas. Type IC (%) OC (%) CC (%)
T3 IM 78.5 (11/14) 71.4 (10/14) 71.4 (10/14)

T3 TTM 85.7 (12/14) 78.5 (11/14) 71.4 (10/14)

4.4 Users’ Experiences

In order to complete the experimental part, we wanted to study also what user per-

ception is when addressing the problem of behavioral pattern analysis in meetings. We

want to stress from the very beginning that our study has not been conducted in a

scientific manner (i.e. it hasn’t been done or supervised by a psychologist familiarized

with this kind of surveys), but it was intended as an ad-hoc, first impression study for

informative purposes only. For this reason, a comparison between the results obtained

from this study and the ones obtained using the automatic analysis is not pertinent.

The subjects who took part in this experiment were not fluent in english (in order to

avoid the effect content understanding might have upon their judgement). At the same

time, they were not familiarized with The Apprentice series either. They were told to

watch each episode up to a given point1 which we considered it doesn’t offer a strong

hint on the real outcome of the meeting. Afterwards, they were asked to specify which

person, in their opinion, is going to be fired. They were asked not only to guess the

to-be-fired candidate but also to justify their choice based on the people’s behavioral

patterns. We used in total 2 groups of people consisting of 4-5 persons each. Each per-

son has been shown 2 or 3 episodes of the show, depending on its length. Surprisingly,

the people in the first group had a very low correct guessing rate of only 27.2%, mean-

while, people in the second group had a higher correct guess rate: 54.5%. The low score

in guessing the correct candidate to be fired could be explained through the lack of

knowledge regarding candidates’ personality. Psychological research revealed that per-

sons behave in different manner under external stress factors, some of them showing

a more reserved (introvert) attitude, meanwhile others are more outspoken, displaying

a more affective and theatrical side. The subjects who watched the show fell in this

pitfall. In some cases, the error occurred was due to the fact that they considered the

candidate who was talking most of the time, capturing the attention of all the other

participants couldn’t be fired because he/she displayed a very self-confident attitude.

Opposite to this, in other situations, a person who was too quiet, who seemed unable

to defend him/herself was declared as the fired candidate because of him/her lack of

involvement in the debate. These two cases are part of the same complex property

called human personality.

As we mentioned before, this was a non-scientific survey. We identified some aspects

which can be considered responsible for the low correct guessing rate and which were

1 This has been decided by the authors. It was set up between 80% and 95% from the length
of an episode, depending on the case.
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not taken into account from the beginning. This means that the understanding of social

interaction, based solely on non-verbal behavior analysis, although relevant, could offer

only a limited hint about the outcome. In conclusion, a more solid, psychologically-

supported survey, conducted by persons with competence in this area is required in

order to limit the pitfalls mentioned above. Another benefit for having a scientific-

conducted survey would reside in the fact that will allow us to establish a bivocal

correspondence between results obtained from user experiences and the results obtained

via our automatic analysis. Last, but not least, such a survey could have a feed-back

effect, in the sense that it might allow us to incorporate some intrinsec information in

our automatic analysis, which could finally result in a more accurate prediction.

4.5 Limitations

We would like to make some general considerations regarding the challenges we con-

fronted in our work. One of the main limitations is represented by the reduced size of

the current data set, which limits the statistical validation of results.

Another limitation is represented by the recording conditions. Being a TV show,

we had to adapt the analysis to the existing conditions. The only source of information

that was consistent during the meeting and valid for analysis was the audio channel.

It would have been very interesting to analyze also the visual channel. Unfortunately,

the video data was not useful, since cameras were moving from one participant to

the other and thus the information in the visual domain was affected by continuous

interruptions. Extracting additional characteristics (like body motion or visual focus

of attention) would have provided additional cues that cannot be studied for this data

set.

5 Conclusions

In this paper we addressed the novel problem of role analysis in competitive meetings

using nonverbal cues. Our study was based on the ”The Apprentice” TV-reality show

which offered an adequate data set. Our analysis was centered around two tasks re-

garding a person’s role in a meeting: predicting the person with the highest status and

predicting the fired candidates. For this purpose, we adopted a double strategy: su-

pervised and unsupervised. The analysis, which uses only nonverbal features extracted

from the audio modality was based on two types of nonverbal cues: individual and rela-

tional measures. Despite of the fact that our approach is a simple one, we showed that

it serves as a good predictor for role analysis. Furthermore, it was compared with the

Influence Model, a commonly used method for interaction modelling, demonstrating

its superiority.

Although we performed our analysis on a small data set, the preliminary results

obtained so far are promising. The methodology presented in this case-study would

have to be validated in other types of competitive meetings to clarify whether the

investigated features are good predictors of role-related behavioral outcomes’.

In the future, we are planning to extend the results presented here in several ways:

firstly, to include elements of voice prosody in our analysis; secondly, to perform speaker

diarization automatically; and finally, to create a larger corpus of data which will allow

us to define a statistical framework for our analysis.
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